Changes in Sensory Hand Representation and Pain Thresholds Induced by Motor Cortex Stimulation in Humans
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Shrinking of deafferented somatosensory regions after neural damage is thought to participate to the emergence of neuropathic pain, and pain-relieving procedures have been reported to induce the normalization of altered cortical maps. While repetitive magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of the motor cortex can lessen neuropathic pain, no evidence has been provided that this is concomitant to changes in sensory maps. Here, we assessed in healthy volunteers the ability of 2 modes of motor cortex rTMS commonly used in pain patients to induce changes in pain thresholds and plastic phenomena in the S1 cortex. Twenty minutes of high-frequency (20 Hz) rTMS significantly increased pain thresholds in the contralateral hand, and this was associated with the expansion of the cortical representation of the hand on high-density electroencephalogram source analysis. Neither of these effects were observed after sham rTMS, nor following intermittent theta-burst stimulation (iTBS). The superiority of 20-Hz rTMS over iTBS to induce sensory plasticity may reflect its better match with intrinsic cortical motor frequencies, which oscillate at around 20 Hz. rTMS-induced changes might partly counterbalance the plasticity induced by a nerve lesion, and thus substantiate the use of rTMS to treat human pain. However, a mechanistic relation between S1 plasticity and pain-relieving effects is far from being established.
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Introduction

Neuropathic pain, that is, pain resulting from a lesion or disease of the somatosensory system (Treede et al. 2008) is accompanied by modifications of somatotopic cortical maps in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1; Flor et al. 1995, 2006; Wrigley et al. 2009). In patients with pain following amputation or spinal cord injury, such changes are characterized by a “shrinking” of deafferentated S1 regions, which become invaded by the representation of adjacent preserved cortical zones (Birbaumer et al. 1997; Huse et al. 2001). The extent of S1 reorganization correlated with the intensity of pain in amputees and spinal injured patients (Flor et al. 1995; Wrigley et al. 2009), and different pain-relieving procedures were reported to normalize previously altered somatotopic maps (Birbaumer et al. 1997; Lotze et al. 1999; Huse et al. 2001; Napadow et al. 2007). In contrast with this, recent data suggest that S1 plasticity may be an epiphenomenon of deafferentation without a direct relation to pain (Simoes et al. 2012).

Intracranial, epidural stimulation of the motor cortex is regularly used as a neurosurgical technique for the relief of refractory pain (Tsubokawa et al. 1991; Peyron et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2011). Although less powerful than the neurosurgical technique, non-invasive procedures based on transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) are now emerging as an alternative treatment of drug-resistant pain (Cruccu et al. 2007; Fregni et al. 2007; Lima and Fregni 2008; Lefaucheur, André-Obadia, et al. 2011). High-frequency rTMS has proved of greater analgesic benefit than low-frequency rTMS (Lefaucheur et al. 2001, 2008; André-Obadia et al. 2006; Saitoh et al. 2007), and the analgesic response to high-frequency rTMS may be a prognostic factor for subsequent pain relief with implanted electrodes (Canavero et al. 2002; André-Obadia et al. 2006; Lefaucheur, Ménard-Lefaucheur, et al. 2011). When used for pain relief, high-frequency rTMS is applied either as repeated stimulus trains at 10–20 Hz (conventional HF-rTMS) or, more recently, as repeated short bursts of 50 Hz stimuli recurring with theta frequency (“intermittent theta-burst” or iTBS; Huang et al. 2005; Cardenas-Morales et al. 2010).

While the analgesic efficacy of HF-rTMS appears empirically established, its underlying mechanisms remain largely unknown. It has been posited that rTMS induces rapid plastic changes within the sensorimotor cortex, which might counteract the maladaptive plasticity generating neuropathic pain (Lefaucheur et al. 2006; Antal and Paulus 2010a, 2010b), but there has not been, as yet, any direct evidence for the joint development of S1 plastic changes and antinociception in humans following motor cortex rTMS. Therefore, in this study, we evaluated 2 modalities of analgesic rTMS (conventional HF-rTMS vs. iTBS), in terms of their ability 1) to induce sensory plasticity by modifying the sensory representations in S1 and 2) to modify the sensory thresholds for innocuous and noxious experimental stimuli.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Data were obtained from 13 healthy adult volunteers (5 men, 22–63 years old [mean age 32.2 ± 13.9 years]), who gave their informed consent prior to the study and were remunerated for their participation. All but 2 subjects were right-handed, none had a history of neurological or psychiatric disease or was under medication. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CPP Léon Bérard-Lyon; 2008-A01457-48).

rTMS with Magnetic Resonance Imaging-Based Neuronavigation

Cortical stimulation of the right motor cortex was performed using a MagPro X100 MagOption stimulator and a figure-of-eight coil (butterfly cooled coil MCF-B65, MagVenture®, Alpine Biomed®). Each subject underwent 2 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided sessions of cortical stimulation (20 Hz and iTBS) over the hand motor
spot, delivered at a 4-week interval. Before each rTMS session, recording bipolar electrodes were placed on the left abductor digit minimi (ADM) muscle. The optimum dominant representation of this muscle innervated by the ulnar nerve was determined by applying single biphasic TMS pulses with the coil held roughly perpendicular to the central sulcus, as guided by neuronavigation (VISOR, ANT®, The Netherlands). In these conditions, the handle of the coil pointed backwards at about 45° laterally and the direction of the current induced in the brain was antero-posterior when the second phase of the biphasic pulse is considered (Sommer et al. 2006; Talelli et al. 2007). The cortical point allowing best motor responses with the lowest TMS intensity was defined as the motor “hot spot.” An equivalent hot spot for muscles innervated by the median nerve was not investigated. The rTMS session was then performed over the ADM hot spot, at intensity equal to 90% of the motor threshold, itself defined as the TMS intensity eliciting 5 of the 10 motor responses with 50-µV minimal amplitude at rest (Rossini et al. 1994). The anatomical position of the stimulation was controlled online during the whole session, using the subjects’ individual 3D-MRI, loaded into the neuronavigation station. Strictly identical procedures of threshold determination, hot spot localization and pulse directionality were applied for 20-Hz rTMS and iTBS.

The 2 active protocols chosen have been proposed as methods of analgesia in chronic pain (Lefaucheur, André-Obadia, et al. 2011) and were applied in standard mode. Thus, the high-frequency rTMS protocol (20 Hz rTMS) consisted of 20 consecutive trains of 80 stimulations (280-µs biphasic pulses) each delivered at 20 Hz, and separated by 84-s inter-train intervals (e.g. André-Obadia et al. 2006, 2008), and the intermittent theta-burst protocol (iTBS) consisted of 20 consecutive trains of 30 identical pulses at 50 Hz, separated by 8-s inter-train intervals. Each train contained 10 bursts of 3 pulses each, with internal frequency 50 Hz and inter-burst frequency 5 Hz (e.g. Huang et al. 2005, 2007). These 2 modes of stimulation are generally accepted as increasing the excitability of the stimulated cortex (Khedr et al. 2007; Hoogendam et al. 2010; Pell et al. 2011) and were applied to each participant, with a 4-week interval between the sessions. A comparative assessment of iTBS versus conventional rTMS showed similar enhancing effects on motor cortex excitability (Zafar et al. 2008). The sham rTMS protocol was identical to the HF-rTMS session, using a placebo coil of identical shape and eliciting identical noise as the “active” coil, but not producing a significant magnetic field (Placebo coil MCF-P-B65, MagVenture®, Alpine Biomed®). The placebo coil did not generate, however, any superficial electrical stimulus and did not induce any subjective scalp perception.

**Quantitative Sensory Testing**

A number of somatosensory tests were performed on the first and fifth fingers of the left hand, immediately before and after each rTMS session. “Tactile thresholds” were assessed using Von Frey filaments (Somedie®, Sweden), and “2-point discrimination” on the first and fifth digits extremity using 2 blunted needles. To weigh up “joint position sense” the investigator produced slow vertical and horizontal movements (10–30°) to the first and fifth digits of the open right hand, which the subject had to reproduce in real time, eyes closed, with the corresponding digits of the contralateral hand. A separate examiner evaluated the number of correct responses out of 5 trials per digit. Ring and plastic-mounted bipolar electrodes were used to evaluate the perceptive and the nociceptive thresholds in the left first digit and ulnar nerve territories, respectively.

**Cortical Representation of the Sensory Hand Using Evoked Potentials**

Somatosensory-Evoked Potentials

The subjects were comfortably installed on a chair in a quiet room and were instructed to keep eyes closed while remaining awake. According to previous experiments defining the most robust method to assess the human hand representation (Houzé et al. 2011), electrical stimulations were delivered to the left first digit and ulnar nerve. The first digit was stimulated using ring electrodes and the ulnar nerve close to its emergence near the wrist using a bipolar electrode (cathode proximal in both cases). The stimuli were square-wave pulses of 0.2 ms, delivered at 3 Hz, and with intensity 3-fold the sensory threshold. Such stimulus intensity was below pain threshold in each subject.

Somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEPs) were recorded before and after rTMS sessions with a 128-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) cap (Waveguard Cap™) in accordance with the 10–10 extended international system. All electrodes were referred to the left mastoid and a ground electrode was installed on the stimulated arm, between the stimulation site and the recording electrodes. Electrode impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. For each stimulated site, 2 runs of 950 stimuli were applied. Recordings were made using ASA® (ANT® Software, The Netherlands) with 2048 Hz sampling rate and band-pass filter 0.263–1024 Hz.

**SEP Analyses**

The continuous EEG was segmented into epochs of 120 ms that included a 20-ms pre-stimulus period. Before averaging, a digital band-pass filter was applied offline on each epoch (Butterworth’s filter, 15–350 Hz, 24 dB/oct) together with a 50-Hz notch filter. Slow linear trends were corrected by high-pass filtering, and baseline correction was performed using the pre-stimulus period. Epochs were visually inspected and rejected from analysis if voltage variations exceeding ±70 μV were present on 1 of the 128 channels. Under these conditions, an average of 10.1 ± 1.81% of epochs were rejected per subject. Since source localization heavily relies on a good signal-to-noise ratio at all electrode sites, the signal from electrodes that remained of poor quality after the processing steps described above (detrending, baseline correction and filtering) was interpolated using spline functions that took into account the whole set of 128 electrodes. Less than 5 over the 128 electrodes used per subject were interpolated. Grand averages of the 2 consecutive runs for a given stimulation condition were then performed for each subject, before submitting the results to source analysis.

The earliest component arising from the primary sensory cortex (N20/P20, from area 3b; Allison et al. 1989) was identified on the basis of its latency, polarity, and scalp distribution. For each SEP recording and in each subject, the channel in the right parieto-central region exhibiting the largest negative value (around the peak of N20 SEP) was identified. Peak latency was estimated at the maximal peak amplitude and amplitude was measured from the baseline. For each stimulated site, N20 latency and amplitude were compared before and after the rTMS sessions.

**SI Source Reconstructions**

Source reconstruction by dipolar modeling was performed using the whole 128-electrode montage. Previous to source analysis, the topographical voltage distribution of the N20/P20 SEP component was assessed using 3D mapping, to ensure that its pattern was in line with the known scalp topography of this component. Dipole source analysis using BESA® (MEGIS Software GmbH, Germany) was first based on the grand average of data obtained in all subjects for each condition. The model obtained for the grand average was then used as a starting point to perform individualized source analysis in each subject and condition. BESA® correlates iteratively the scalp potential distributions generated by theoretical dipoles within the brain with the actual scalp distribution obtained experimentally, in order to estimate the location and orientation of intracranial sources best explaining the potentials recorded at the scalp surface. A model with dipole localizations coherent with current anatomo-functional knowledge and a value ≥90% for the goodness-of-fit (GOF) was accepted as reliable.

The spatial position of each dipole was characterized by its coordinates in a 3-dimensional referential: The X-axis corresponds to the line passing through T7 and T8 (negative value on the left hemisphere), the Y-axis to the line between Fpz and Oz (negative values toward the occipital region), and the Z-axis to the line perpendicular to the XY plane and passing through Cz (negative values below the head center). The origin of coordinates is defined by the intersection point of the X, Y, and Z axes. The head model used in BESA® was a
4-shell ellipse of 85-mm minor radius (Scherg 1990). The model used to estimate sources was a non-moving equivalent current dipole whose magnitude and orientation were allowed to vary across time. The default time-window loaded in the BESA source analysis module was 0–120 ms. A relatively long-interval fit needs to be chosen to include as much activity as possible but must be sufficiently short to be specific of the activity of interest. In the case of the N20/P20 component, the source localization was performed considering its ascending phase (i.e. 6–10 sampling points). When the subcortical P14 component was in part contained in this time-window, N20 source reconstruction was performed after a subcortical dipole taking account of the early activity was identified and fixed. In 35% of cases, a noise dipole accounting for focal electromyography (EMG) noise (neck or periocular EMG) further improved the GOF. After estimation of the best dipolar solution, co-registration of electrode coordinates within the Talairach space allowed projection of the estimated sources onto an averaged Talairach-normalized MRI (BESA® software).

Before rTMS sessions, coordinates of the N20/P20 dipole in all subjects were averaged to obtain 2 mean dipolar localizations corresponding to the first digit and ulnar nerve pre-rTMS dipoles. The 2 mean dipolar positions were projected onto an averaged Talairach-normalized MRI to specify the anatomical position of dipoles. The 2D Euclidean distance of each dipole in the sagittal plane, obtained before and after rTMS sessions, was calculated with respect to the origin of coordinates in the Talairach system, that is, the anterior commissure. In addition, 2D inter-dipole distances between the first digit and ulnar nerve were calculated for each subject before and after rTMS sessions. This dual approach allowed us evaluating possible variations in the position of dipolar sources both within the Talairach space and with respect to each other.

Control Experiments
Two control comparisons were performed. In the first (n = 10 subjects) control experiment, the 2 control sessions recorded before each type of rTMS (20 Hz and iTBS) were compared in terms of source localization and psychophysical results. The comparison of these 2 sessions allowed controlling for possible non-specific changes (i.e. independent from rTMS) in either the quantitative sensory testing or in source localization. The second control experiment (n = 6 subjects) involved the localization of SEP cortical sources before and after a sham high-frequency rTMS session. To this end, SEP recordings were performed in the same way as during actual 20-Hz rTMS sessions except that the “sham” coil was used (see above).

Statistical Analyses
After checking the normality of their distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), data from quantitative sensory testing before/after each stimulation modality were compared using paired t-tests. N20 latencies and amplitudes were submitted to 2-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with “time” (before vs. after rTMS stimulation) and “site” (first digit vs. ulnar nerve) followed by post hoc paired t-tests. Two-way (site and time) repeated measures ANOVA was also used for the comparison of 2D Euclidean distances. Inter-dipole distances before/after each type of cortical stimulation were compared by paired t-tests. In all cases, the level for statistically significant difference was set at P < 0.05, after either Greenhouse correction (ANOVA’s main effects) or Tukey’s correction (post hocs).

Results

Effects of 20-Hz rTMS and iTBS Sessions on Sensory Thresholds and Cortical Responses

Quantitative Sensory Testing
Figure 1 illustrates the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) of threshold data obtained in the ulnar nerve and first digit territories, before and after the 20-Hz rTMS (upper part) and the iTBS (lower part). Whatever the type of cortical stimulation, no statistical changes were noted in tactile, 2-point discrimination, and non-noxious sensory thresholds assessed before and after the stimulation session. Conversely, a significant increase of pain thresholds was observed following 20-Hz rTMS, for both the first digit (t(8) = 3.58, P = 0.007) and the ulnar nerve territories (t(8) = 4.66, P = 0.002). This effect was not observed following the iTBS sessions.

Latency and Amplitude Measurements of Cortical Responses
SEP responses allowing accurate measurements of N20 latency and amplitude could be obtained in 50 of the 52 recording sessions. In Subject 6, no clear SEPs could be recorded in the 2 ulnar nerve sessions, excluding him from the analyses. The N20/P20 somatosensory response had in all subjects a dipolar voltage distribution (posterior negative, anterior positive) over the hemisphere contralateral to stimulation, with the isoelectric line grossly overlapping the central region. For 20-Hz rTMS, there was a significant effect of stimulation site (F(1,8) = 43.85, P < 0.001), since the N20 response occurred at shorter latencies for stimulation of the ulnar than the first digit, both before (20.44 ± 0.3 ms vs. 21.37 ± 0.21 ms; t(8) = 3.34, P = 0.01) and after the 20-Hz rTMS session (20.55 ± 0.37 ms vs. 22.22 ± 0.34 ms; t(8) = 5.32, P = 0.001).

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA on pre- and post-iTBS latencies revealed both site (F(1,8) = 29.30, P = 0.001) and time effects (F(1,8) = 8.69, P = 0.018), with no interaction. The N20 response culminated earlier under 20-Hz stimulation of the ulnar nerve than the first digit, both before (20.00 ± 0.38 ms vs. 21.70 ± 0.18 ms; t(8) = 5.29, P = 0.001) and after the iTBS session (20.49 ± 0.42 ms vs. 22.09 ± 0.27 ms; t(8) = 4.77, P = 0.001). The N20 latency to ulnar nerve stimulation was slightly but significantly delayed following iTBS (t(8) = 2.80, P = 0.023).

N20 amplitudes elicited by the ulnar nerve stimulation were always higher than those after first digit stimulation (F(1,8) = 16.12, P = 0.004 and F(1,8) = 7.06, P = 0.029, respectively in 20-Hz sessions and iTBS sessions). The amplitude of the responses remained stable during the 2 types of cortical stimulation, with no “time effect” (F(1,8) = 0.08; P = 0.78 n.s.).

Source Analysis
The source localization of the S1 cortical response N20/P20 could be performed with a GOF >90% in 37 of the 40 recording preceding and following the active rTMS sessions. SEP sources to ulnar nerve stimulation could not be modeled appropriately in 1 subject (#6) under 20-Hz rTMS and sources to the first digit in another one (#8) under iTBS. These data were rejected from analyses and thus statistics were based on 9 subjects only for each type of cortical stimulation. The mean and SEM of the Talairach anatomical coordinates of N20/P20 equivalent dipoles for each stimulation site obtained before and after rTMS session are summarized in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the projection of the N20/P20 dipoles onto an averaged Talairach-normalized MRI before and after each modality of cortical stimulation (Fig. 2A, B–20 Hz rTMS; C, D–ITBS).

For 20-Hz rTMS, 2-way repeated measures ANOVA on 2D Euclidean distances to anterior commissure (AC) showed a strong effect of the site (first digit vs. ulnar nerve; F(1,8) = 62.64, P < 0.0001) with significant interaction between site and time (F(1,8) = 18.10, P = 0.003). The main effect of site reflected the fact that cortical source locations were significantly different
for the first digit and the ulnar nerve, both before \((t(8) = 3.70; P = 0.006)\) and after the 20-Hz rTMS session \((t(8) = 7.86; P < 0.0001)\), the first digit being more lateral and inferior relative to the ulnar territory (Fig. 2A,B). The site \(\times\) time interaction indicated that changes in source location following 20-Hz rTMS were dependent on the site of stimulation: While the first digit localization after 20-Hz rTMS changed in an anterior–inferior direction relative to its pre-rTMS position \((t(8) = 5.32; P = 0.001)\), that of the ulnar territory moved in the “opposite” direction (upwards and backwards; \((t(8) = 2.05; P = 0.075)\). As a result, the distance between the first digit and ulnar nerve sources, reflecting the extent of the sensory hand cortical representation, was significantly enhanced after 20-Hz rTMS, relative to pre-20-Hz rTMS values \((9.62 \pm 1.63 \text{ mm vs. } 20.66 \pm 2.51 \text{ mm}; t(8) = 4.45, P = 0.002; \text{Figure 3A,C})\).

For iTBS, 2-way ANOVA on 2D Euclidean distances from AC revealed significant site \((F_{1,8} = 5.90, P = 0.041)\) effects, as well as an interaction \((F_{1,8} = 13.38, P = 0.006)\). The site effect reflected the fact that cortical representations of the first digit and ulnar territories were significantly disjoint, and this both before and after iTBS \((t(9) = 2.92, P = 0.017 \text{ and } t(8) = 4.56, P = 0.002, \text{respectively}; \text{Fig. 3B, D})\). The significant [site \(\times\) time] interaction effect was explained by a different iTBS effect on the first digit and ulnar nerve sources: A significant modification in localization relative to the pre-iTBS position was observed for the first digit \((t(8) = 3.18, P = 0.013)\), but not for the ulnar SEP sources, and the inter-dipole distance reflecting the extent of the hand cortical representation did not change significantly after the iTBS session relative to the values before \((9.91 \pm 2.04 \text{ mm vs. } 14.81 \pm 2.60 \text{ mm}; \text{Fig. 3D})\).

As a consequence of the above, the increase of inter-dipole distance between the pre- and post-rTMS sessions was significantly greater following 20-Hz rTMS when compared
Figure 2. Projections of pre- and post-rTMS ulnar nerve, first digit averaged dipoles (A and C), and individual post-rTMS dipoles positions (B and D) onto an averaged normalized Talairach MRI after 20-Hz (A and B) and iTBS (C and D) rTMS sessions. Dotted ellipsoids indicate the 95% confidence region of dipoles location. The location of the first digit and ulnar nerve dipoles obtained after rTMS sessions in each subject is represented with respect to the mean of first digit and ulnar nerve dipole locations obtained in all subjects before the 20 Hz or iTBS session. Numbers correspond to individual post-rTMS dipole locations of ulnar nerve and first digit. Subjects 6 and 8 are not represented for the 20-Hz rTMS and iTBS sessions, respectively, due to unsatisfactory dipolar solutions. Dotted line: central sulcus.

Figure 3. (A and B) 2D Euclidean distances (mean ± SEM) of ulnar nerve and first digit dipoles relative to the anterior commissure assessed before and after 20-Hz (A) rTMS and (B) iTBS, respectively (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001). (C and D) Inter-dipole distances (mean ± SEM) before and after the 20-Hz iTBS or rTMS sessions (**P < 0.01). Note the absence of any significant variation between inter-dipole distances observed before the first and the second rTMS sessions indicating a good reproducibility of our data at a 4-week interval.
with iTBS (11.05 ± 2.48 mm vs. 4.56 ± 1.57 mm; t(7) = 2.591, P = 0.036; Fig. 3C,D).

Control Comparisons

Control SEPs Recorded Before each type of Cortical Stimulation

Neither the individual source location, nor the cortical size of hand representation, estimated by the distance between first digit and ulnar cortical sources, showed any significant variation when the 2 recordings performed before the first and before the second rTMS sessions in each subject were directly compared (9.62 ± 1.63 mm vs. 9.91 ± 2.04 mm, t(8) = 0.365, P = 0.725). The same was true for quantitative sensory testing, the results of which did not show significant differences between the 2 pre-rTMS sessions.

Placebo rTMS

In the 6 subjects submitted to sham rTMS, the latter did not induce significant differences in discrimination, sensory, or pain thresholds. The sham session did not have any effect on N20/P20 latencies and amplitudes either and did not entail significant changes in hand representation in the subjects in whom it was tested (Fig. 4).

Discussion

A 20-min session of 20-Hz rTMS applied on the primary motor cortex significantly expanded the somatosensory cortical representation of the contralateral hand, and increased pain thresholds in this same hand. Following iTBS stimulation, changes in hand representation did not reach significance and were not associated with increased pain thresholds. These results were derived from high-density SEP recordings and source dipole reconstruction, the reliability of which is maximal when neural sources are located near the cortical convexity (Scherg 1990; Nuñez and Srinivasan 2006), which is indeed the case for the N20/P20 somatosensory response that was modeled.

A number of procedures were followed to ensure that rTMS was strictly applied to the motor cortex, and did not spread to somatosensory areas. 1) Stimulation was always performed under guidance of a 3D-MRI-neuronavigation system, and 2) the stimulated spot was strictly rostral to the central sulcus; 3) both HF-rTMS and iTBS were delivered at subthreshold values, as suprathreshold stimuli tend to activate the depth of central sulcus and to enhance the probability of S1 contamination (Fox et al. 2004); 4) stimulation never created paresthesiae or other somatic sensations in the hand, contrary to what is reported when S1 is stimulated using TMS at similar frequencies as ours (e.g. Sugishita and Takayama 1993). In addition to these technical items, an important point is that HF-rTMS significantly increased pain thresholds, and was therefore anti-nociceptive, whereas stimulation addressed to S1 is known to be ineffective for inducing pain relief (Hirayama et al. 2006), can obstruct the analgesic effects of motor cortex stimulation (Peyron et al. 1995; Fukaya et al. 2003), and even exacerbate painful symptoms in post-stroke pain (Tsukakura et al. 1993). Thus, based on both technical data and behavioral effects, we can reasonably conclude that our stimulations were specifically directed at the motor cortex, and spared the adjacent S1 area.

Mechanisms Leading to rTMS-Induced Cortical Plasticity

Plasticity is a highly dynamic property of the central nervous system, and it is currently accepted that cortical body representations continuously change in response to external demands. Sensory representational changes can be induced not only by long-lasting motor training (Hänggi et al. 2010), but also acutely by simple maneuvers like selective attention to body parts (Iguchi et al. 2001) or segment immobilization (Weibull et al. 2011). In our subjects, some somatotopic action of motor 20-Hz rTMS onto sensory maps can be suggested since plastic changes involved a sensory region corresponding with the stimulated motor area. Reciprocal connections between primates’ sensory and motor areas (Leichnetz 1986; Krubitzer and Kaas 1990; Mountcastle 2005) may provide the anatomical support of the plastic changes observed herein. Alternatively (or concomitantly), rTMS over the motor cortex may influence sensory patterns via cortico-thalamo-cortical indirect pathways. Corticothalamic connections from M1 in primates mainly reach the ventral lateral, ventral anterior, centromedian and centrolateral, and ventroposterolateral oralis nuclei (Künzle 1976; Rouiller and Welker 2000; Kultas-Ilinsky et al. 2003) and could modulate ascending sensory signals as it occurs in rodents (Lee et al. 2008). In humans, subthreshold motor cortex stimulation induces greater metabolic and BOLD changes in the lateral thalamus than in sensorimotor cortex, and this whether the stimulation is epidural (Garcia-Larrea and Peyron 2007) or transcranial (Bestmann et al. 2004), lending support to the hypothesis of significant cortico-thalamo-cortical loops. Feed-forward corticothalamic projections have been described, by which activity from the motor cortex is distributed via the thalamus to other parts of the cerebral cortex (Rouiller and Welker 2000). However, the feed-forward projections from M1 to the thalamus end up in so-called “giant terminals”, which represent a tiny minority relative to the much more prevalent small terminals conveying feedback signals (Rouiller et al. 1998; Rouiller and Welker 2000). This, together with
the fact that projections from M1 reach the thalamus via motor, rather than sensory nuclei (Kultas-Ilinsky et al. 2003) suggests that a precise somatotopic mapping of motor onto sensory cortical areas through these feed-forward connections is unlikely, and that the role of cortico-thalamo-cortical loops on plastic changes might be modulatory and general, rather than precisely somatotopic.

**Differential Effects of High-Frequency Versus “Theta-Burst” Stimulation**

iTBS was less effective than 20-Hz rTMS in inducing somatosensory plasticity and did not succeed in expanding significantly the cortical representation of the sensory hand (Fig. 3D). Also, while 20-Hz rTMS attenuated pain perception in our subjects, iTBS failed to do so. Poreisz et al. (2008) and Antal and Paulus (2010a) also reported the inability of motor cortex iTBS to produce antinociception in humans, and while “continuous” (rather than intermittent) TBS decreased the amplitude of laser-evoked potentials, it did not attenuate nociception beyond sham stimulation levels (Poreisz et al. 2008). Further, Katayama and Rothwell (2007) failed to demonstrate any amplitude modulation of early SEPs N20/P20 under motor cortex iTBS. Although in this study, iTBS was delivered at 90% motor threshold, compared with 80% in the original protocols (Huang et al. 2005, 2007), it is difficult to ascribe a lesser effect to such intensity enhancement. The lower number of pulses delivered in iTBS protocols (Huang et al. 2005, 2007) when compared with standard 20-Hz rTMS (600 vs. 1600 pulses, respectively) may have participated to the smaller ability of the former to induce cortical changes and pain relief. However, a recent systematic comparison of different motor TMS modalities also reported a lack of analgesic efficacy of iTBS, relative to standard rTMS, even when exactly the same number of pulses were used, leading the authors to suggest that intermittent theta-burst settings might even be “counter therapeutic” (Borckardt et al. 2011).

The differences in efficacy between iTBS and 20-Hz rTMS procedures might be partly dependent on a differential matching between external stimulation and internal properties of sensorimotor networks. Repetitive cortical stimulation imposes trains of oscillatory pulses to the underlying cortex, the resulting modification of cortical activity being at the basis of activity-dependent synaptic plasticity (Bear and Kirkwood 1993; Morris et al. 2003). After Hebbian models (e.g. Scarpetta et al. 2002), the relative phases between an oscillating network and an external driving frequency should shape the resulting synaptic modifications, which in turn determine the nature of the network dynamics. It is expected that synaptic efficacy would increase when phase locking between the driving and the intrinsic network frequency is high, as this strengthens the impact of the synchronously firing neurons onto common targets (Fries 2005; Axmacher et al. 2006). Motor networks oscillate spontaneously at around 20 Hz, and sensory networks at 10–12 Hz (Salmelin et al. 1995; Niedermeyer 1999; Tamura et al. 2005; Feurra et al. 2011). Thus, while standard rTMS is delivered at rates closely matching such intrinsic frequency (20 Hz in the present study), the frequency contents of iTBS trains are 5 and 50 Hz, hence respectively, lower and higher than those of to-be-driven motor cortex. Although increasingly used for motor cortex stimulation, the 5–50-Hz pattern of iTBS is not based on any sensorimotor properties, but rather on the firing arrangement of hippocampal neurons in cats and rats, particularly when exploring novel environments, with high-frequency trains in the gamma range (around 50 Hz) being reset at theta frequencies (around 5 Hz), which is the spontaneous frequency in the hippocampus (Buzsáki 2002; Axmacher et al. 2006). Thus, a better correspondence of 20-Hz rTMS with the intrinsic properties of the underlying motor networks might explain its superiority over iTBS to induce synaptic plasticity, via a combination of increased local excitability and of M1–S1 efficacy of functional connections.

Notwithstanding the global advantage of 20-Hz rTMS to drive sensory changes, it should be noted the marked inter-subject variations in the extent of the plastic modifications that were observed, some subjects showing extensive changes while others exhibiting very limited or no plasticity at all (Fig. 2B,D). This stresses the fact that individual susceptibility to neural plasticity is variable, modulated by a huge number of intrinsic and contextual factors including age, attentional state, endogenous brain oscillations, circadian rhythm, and pre-TMS excitability state (Sale et al. 2010; Todd and Ridding 2010; Ridding and Ziemann 2010), and probably also genetically determined in part (Cheeran et al. 2008; Antal et al. 2010; Missiti et al. 2011). A greater understanding of these determinants, together with the adequate use of optimal frequencies, should decrease variance in the response to therapeutic applications of non-invasive brain stimulation in the rehabilitation from brain injury.

**The Relation Between rTMS-Induced Plastic Changes and Pain Relief**

It is tempting to consider that local plastic modifications in S1 may explain some pain-relieving effects of rTMS in patients; however, no evidence of such direct relation can be presently drawn. Albeit subjects with less plastic response had also the least changes in pain perception, no significant correlation could be drawn between the magnitude of plastic sensory changes and pain thresholds, suggesting that the relation between the two may not have been a direct one. It is also noteworthy that the enhancement of sensory representations in S1 may not be accompanied by changes in nociceptive perception (Simoes et al. 2012). For instance, direct stimulation of the somatosensory cortex can expand the sensory hand representation (Tegenthoff et al. 2005; Pleger et al. 2006), but does not attenuate pain perception (Hirayama et al. 2006), and may even exacerbate pain (Tsubokawa et al. 1991, 1993). These data suggest that high-frequency rTMS in motor cortex may induce a number of functional modifications within the somatosensory system, some of which are directly responsible for, and others just parallel to changes in pain perception. The induction of S1 plastic changes, while being a reliable marker of functional reorganization in somatosensory networks, may not be mechanistically responsible for changes in pain perception (Simoes et al. 2012). This view is supported by the fact that primary somatosensory cortex is not a crucial region for the processing of nociceptive afferents; <4% of spinothalamic system projections may reach S1, while >70% of them project to the opercular and posterior insular cortices (Dum et al. 2009). In accordance, selective lesions of S1 rarely entail deficits in pain perception in humans (Kim 2007), while operculo-insular injury consistently attenuates
nociception (Greenspan et al. 1999; Garcia-Larrea et al. 2010). This suggests that the pain-relieving effects of rTMS may be exerted via functional changes acting not only on S1, but also and particularly at more distant sites including the parasympathetic operculo-insular cortex (S2, posterior insula) which also receives direct projections from the motor cortex (Künzle 1978; Leichnetz 1986) and probably through cortical-thalamocortical loops (see above). Functional changes within S1 might then be viewed as a “marker of the ability of rTMS to exert influences over other cortical networks,”—not only nociceptive but also linked to sensorimotor control (Tsubokawa et al. 1991; Garcia-Larrea et al. 1999), which may in some cases exceed the effects on pain (e.g. Nguyen et al. 1998).

The results herein were obtained in healthy subjects responding to experimental nociceptive stimuli; extrapolation to patients suffering from chronic spontaneous pain should be done with caution. While the analgesic effects of rTMS in chronic pain have been consistently reported (review O’Connell et al. 2010), plastic changes in the somatosensory cortex have never been concomitantly assessed in patients as we did here in healthy subjects. There is also evidence to suggest that at least a portion of analgesic effects of motor cortex stimulation may reflect changes in midfrontal-limbic activity associated with the affective dimensions of pain experience (Bestmann et al. 2004; Garcia-Larrea and Peyron 2007), and perhaps to endogenous opioid secretion (Maarrawi et al. 2007; Ciampi de Andrade et al. 2011). Clearly, further clinical studies are needed to establish whether sensory plasticity, as demonstrated in this work, is a crucial step toward significant pain relief. Should it be the case, major efforts should be devoted to devise clinical standard protocols maximizing this effect?
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